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ABSTRACT: Two most vital domains of computer science are Artificial Intelligence and software-engineering. As the 
software-engineering, is based on knowledge which is a comprehensive activity that needs considerable knowledge 
regarding the domain or software to be applied whereas an AI is regarding the building an intelligent machine. This 
analysis is aimed at reviewing the various developed techniques of artificial intelligence which are applied within 
software-engineering. The objective of this paper is to provide few guidelines of how to use the techniques of artificial 
intelligence which may be implementing in solving the issues related along with the processes of software-engineering. 
It also targeted on the infrastructure, concept and the working of the Expert-Systems simultaneously taking their works 
in other domains. This paper is concluded by observing the future aspects of the Artificial Intelligence with presenting 
their application area which are used in advance manufacturing or business. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

An Artificial-intelligence was presented first time by a person called father of AI, named as John McCarthy at 1956 in 
Dartmouth. According to paper [1], AI taken to be as one of the branch of computer-science, which stands for the 
approaches included for solving the most complicated issues which cannot be get solved through the direct mathematics 
or calculations approaches which is building the computer as considering a 'human-like' methods to the issues. An 
Artificial-Intelligence is related along with the creation and study of the computer-systems which presents few forms of 
the intelligence and also tries to implement this knowledge in developing the computer-systems which may easily 
understand the natural-language or may understand the natural-intelligence. Several techniques are there within the 
artificial-intelligence (AI) from their application point of view within the field of software-engineering which may be 
applied for solving the issues of the processes of developing software. 
Artificial-Intelligence is the potential of the machine or device to carry out the function that will be only get anticipated 
by the brain of human. These types of functions consist of ability for having knowledge and capability to obtain it itself. 
Also it is involved the capability to understand and judge the relationships and finally generate the actual thoughts. An 
Artificial-intelligence is the analysis of the concepts to brought into the form of machines which provide respond to the 
stimulation regularly with the basic responses received from the humans, also provided the capacity of human for the 
consideration, common sense and the objective. These types of every machine must be busy in the complicated appraisal 
and the selection of varying opinions in itself. Generated through the human labor and skill, these types of machines 
must perform themselves within the agreement with the spirit, life and the sensitivity, even though actually, they are only 
simulations.  
Artificial-intelligence extremely decrease or remove the threats to humans within various applications. The robust 
software of artificial-intelligence provides support to completely establish the machine of high precision abilities of the 
robots mostly they are free from the human control directly and vastly improving their productivity. Of course, neither 
Software Engineering nor Artificial Intelligence is static fields of activity; there is surely more to come. In the past five 
years there have been important breakthroughs within the AI, along with which the existing difficult disputes have been 
resolved [4]. The existing work has already amply demonstrated that considerable efforts for the Software-Engineers to 
benefit from AI techniques.   
This paper provides a brief observation of the establishment of AI, and point out the general concepts, open issues, 
shared and overlapping nomenclature and disputes. This paper briefly reviews the three primary areas in which the 
techniques of AI have been applied within the Software-Engineering, presenting their associations and overlap of the 
objectives and approaches. The present document can be viewed as a natural continuation of these attempts, targeting on 
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recognizing the directions of research which may support to increase the societal advantages of the AI. In terms of 
necessity this research is inter-disciplinary, as it includes AI and society both. It extends from the law, economics and the 
philosophy to the security of computer, formal approaches and, several branches of the AI of course. The objective is on 
providing the AI which is profitable to the society and also powerful in terms of benefits which it guaranteed that the AI 
systems should perform what the users want to do with them. 
 

II. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF AI 
 

2.1 ADVANTAGES 
- The decisions made by AI are mostly dependent on the facts not on the emotions this is the main advantage of the AI. 
- The known fact is that decisions made by humans are mostly affected in negative manner because of the emotion after 
the most of the efforts. 
- Not same as humans, the machines along with the artificial intelligence never required any type of sleep, hence beats 
the main demerit of tiredness which is found in humans. 
- Spreading of knowledge is easy. If an artificial-mind is get trained for doing something, then it may be easily get 
simulated to other type which reduces the waste of time in passing the knowledge by training to the other humans.  
2.2 DISADVANTAGES 
-[2] Recent establishment is at the stage in which AI  may not know that at what time they don’t have any solution to 
specific issue. 
-Not able to explain reasoning and logic which is behind a specific decision 
  
   
-Shortage of creativity in providing responses. 
-Any type of damage may generate to AI creating the incorrect solutions and as it may not describe the reason for their 
answer, blind dependence on the AI may create issues. 
-It may be applied to create huge scale devastation if used by wrong persons. 
-Shortage of common-sense within reasoning may also create big issues. 
 

III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES (AIT) 
 

A basic core of the AI is raising the abilities of the functions of computer which are generally related with the 
intelligence of human. The techniques of AI are mainly based on result, useful, smarter and also cheaper as compare to 
the traditional techniques of intelligence. Here are described some Techniques of AI: 
 
 3.1 Artificial neural network 
Artificial-Neural-Networks are comparatively cheap electronic approaches dependent on neural architecture of brain. 
Brain is generally learns from the experience which is the natural-proof that few issues which are above the range of the 
recent computers are actually able to solve through the small packages which are energy-efficient. This type of brain-
modeling also assured a slightly technical method to develop the solutions for machine. This advance method for 
computing can also offer a very robust decline while system-overload as compare to its fundamental counterparts. 
 
3.2 Genetic algorithm 
Genetic-algorithm is also a part of an artificial intelligence which searches the meta-heuristic which is extracted from the 
evolution process of biological organism. The Genetic-algorithm is a very extensive and improved developed technique 
of heuristic search within AI which is introduced to detect the solution which is very much optimized for the given issue 
dependent on the mutation, inheritance, selection and few other types of techniques. Also it was proved that the genetic-
algorithms are very robust impartial techniques of optimization for sampling the huge space of solution.  
 
3.3 Fuzzy Logic 
The author in paper [3] suggested an anomaly dependent intrusion-detection technique developing the module for fuzzy-
decision-making. Fuzzy rules for the assumption may automatically recognize through the fuzzy-rule developing strategy 
that is very efficient to find the intrusion within computer. By the support of fuzzy-system, security for home are also 
provided [4]. 
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3.4 Pattern Recognition 
The Pattern-recognition technique provides a method to the biometric-attendance-system, which is also essential in the 
identification of person in which the sensitive work are perform such as the military’s, nuclear power-plant , etc in which 
the security is main and basic preference. Formal technique of the pattern -recognition is essential within the security 
domain very profoundly. The Pattern-recognition is area of research which analyses the design and operation of the 
systems which identify the patterns within the data .Significant area of application are character-recognition, image 
analysis, speech-analysis, person identification, man and machine diagnostics, and the industrial-inspection. 
 
3.5 Game playing 
Every type of skill games are vulnerable of got played through the automation. Games have a mysterious attraction for 
various persons. Two reasons were there that the games are presented to be a good field where to deploy the machine-
intelligence (1) which provide the structured activity where it is simple to analyze the failure or success (2) which they 
obviously did not needed the huge volume of knowledge.  
 

IV. APPLICATIONS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
 

Artificial-intelligence has been applied in a huge range of domain consisting of stock trading, medical diagnosis, law, 
robot control, scientific discovery, remote sensing and some toys. Though, various applications of AI are not recognized 
as the AI such as given in paper by [5] reports - Lots of cutting-edge an AI has filtered into the general applications, 
mostly without get referred as AI as once existence have becomes beneficial sufficient and common it's not marked as AI 
further. 
Some of the areas of application of AI mentioned below: 
4.1 AI and Education 
Research of Artificial-Intelligence may make a useable support for education of the human-beings. A creative issue is 
solved, in various situations, through fragmenting it into some parts and introducing a technique for those sub issues 
each. The sub-issues are same even if it is of computer or a person attempting to resolve the issue. If any of the technique 
is proved as useable for computer, then it can be supportive for human issue resolver to be got known about the methods 
of computer. 
 
4.2 Expert Systems 
The expert-systems are the machines which are trained to must have the entire expertise within particular domain of 
interest for which they are introduced to resolve the issues within the niche or vertical. These types of systems use the 
statistical-analysis and the data-mining technique to resolve these types of issues through figuring out the solutions by 
the logical flow of questions of type yes-no. 
An expert-system is comprises of three sections that are described here- 
Knowledge base- It records entire rules, information, data and the relation-ships which are required by an   expert-
system to have the entire knowledge within its interested area. 
Inference engine- It searched the information among the knowledge-base which is being available along with the query, 
observe it and provide response along with the solution or the suggestions within the manner a human expert may 
provide. 
      Rule- It is a type of conditional-statement which connects the provided criteria to final result. 
 
4.3 Neural Networks 
The Neural-networks (NNs) must have been used largely and efficiently for the issues such that it needs classification 
provided few anticipating features of input. Therefore they looks as a novel for conditions within the software-
engineering in which one may required to anticipate the results, like the threats are related along with the modules within 
the software-maintenance and the analysis of software-risk and for anticipating the faults by using the object-oriented 
metrics.  
 
4.4 AI in Cyber-Crime 
Moreover, the cyber-intrusions are not confined they are the universal hazard which have risk to any type of computer-
system within the world at an emerging rate. Some times were there in the past when the only literate specialist can 
perform the cyber-crimes, but now along with the extension of Internet, nearly anyone may has the access to knowledge 
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and the tools for performing these types of crimes. Traditional fixed algorithms like hard-wired logic on the level of 
decision-making may have now become useless against defeating the dynamically developing cyber-attacks. That is why 
the requirement of creative techniques like implementing techniques of Artificial-Intelligence which offers reliability and 
the learning ability to the software that may support the humans in combating the cyber-crimes [6]. 
 

V. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

In 2011, Harman [7] have described regarding three types of wide domains of techniques of AI like Fuzzy , SBSE, 
probabilistic technique  classification-learning and prediction may support the community of software-engineering and 
also regarding the disputes in front of AI for software-engineering.  
In 2012, Ammar et el. [8] have suggested within their research on Current-state and the open-problems within Software-
engineering by using the artificial-intelligence described regarding how technique of artificial-intelligent like CBR, KBS, 
Fuzzy-logic and an automated-programming tool may support to recover the issues related within fundamental 
development of software. Some types of open problems are there like SBST which needs more research. 
In 2012, Collins [9] have proposed Game playing AI applied to improve the interaction with the computer by applying 
the machine-learning techniques along with the good advances which raise the involvement of enjoyable and attractive 
game playing. An AI is implemented efficiently within the field of Health Care, in which the information regarding 
healthcare and their knowledge are merged with the tools and the capabilities of IT. An AI may support the specialists of 
healthcare to have suggestions, by using few resources which contribute and may enhance the decision-making process. 
Increase of the machine-learning initiate in year 1986 along with the huge innovations within the applications and 
algorithms of machine-learning. And after this the neural-networks again comes to popularity in same year [10]. 
In 2011, Reed [11] have explained the forensic-computer that referred as implementation of the scientific techniques 
which are accepted legally on the computer-systems and the digital-media to derive, record and generate report on the 
information included in those systems or devices. Along with recovering the lost-data, the computer-forensics may 
describes why, how and from where, the data has been get lost, modified or used, furthermore the computer-forensics 
and the forensics experts may do this by an ultimate objective of preventing the integrity of evidence such that it can be 
utilized within the efficient  administrative, criminal or civil legal activities. In its life-cycle four types of stages are there 
- collection, identification, analysis, and at last reporting, which will be utilized within the police agreement and the 
continuity of work is serving as mentioned a significant part within any type of planning of organizations event response 
due to its capability to gather and calculate the data rapidly. 
In 2010, Kotenko [12] analyzed the multi-agent dependent technique for investigation and protection against the bot-nets 
which are spreading quickly around the Internet and get used to perform several types of cyber-crimes like committing 
susceptibility scans, transmitting large volume of spam e-mails and distributed DoS attacks. They are explained the 
architecture and implementation details of such systems [42]. 
In paper [13] Benaicha, present a Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach with an improved initial population and selection 
operator, to efficiently detect various types of network intrusions. GA is used to optimize the search of attack scenarios 
in audit files, thanks to its good balance exploration / exploitation; it provides the subset of potential attacks which are 
present in the audit file in a reasonable processing time. In the testing phase the Network Security Laboratory-
Knowledge-Discovery and Data-Mining (NSL-KDD99) a reference point data-set has been utilized to find the wrong 
activities. Through merging IDS along with Genetic algorithm increases the performance of rate of detection of the 
Network-Intrusion-Detection Technique and reduces the false positive rate. 
In 2010, Ye and Li [14] have represented an ad-hoc network’s security infrastructure dependent on the AIS by using the 
mobile-intelligent multi-agents of the two kinds – counter-attack-agents and the detection-agents. Their infrastructures, 
enhances the protection and security of the mobile-ad-hoc networks, merges the benefits of AIS and the intelligent-agent 
both the technology and also has the characteristics of distribution, self-learning, self-adaption, and the expandability. 
In 2011, Shosha [15] have suggested a distributed-IDS dependent on the community cooperation in between the various 
agents for recognizing the cyber-intrusions within the networks of Supervisory-Control and Data-Acquisition (SCADA). 
The suggested infrastructure also includes SCADA-network-topology and the connectivity restraints. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

 
The domain of artificial-intelligence is completely a compelling field. Same as to various other advanced techniques, an 
AI is also modifying the lives of people every-day. It is simply made possible that upcoming future may bring the 
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machines based on intelligence to make the life very convenient and comfortable for all of us. In this paper all described 
AIT Techniques may be useful for the design of the future machine to fulfill the requirement of both industries as well as 
customer need.  The important suggestions emerge from previous findings of analysis are the techniques of Artificial-
Intelligence that are implemented to the process of software-engineering may have the huge influence on decreasing the 
marketing time, development cost and quality of the software-system get improved and used to support the tasks of 
coding and testing. In this paper, the success within the search for an artificial-intelligence has capability to provide the 
exceptional advantages to the humans and hence it is advantageous to do research for how to increase these types of 
profits whereas preventing the expected hazards. 
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